Engineered for Efficiency

Hickey Smith is a law firm purposely designed to deliver legal services with significantly greater
efficiency, consistency, transparency and insight for our clients. For years, sophisticated purchasers of
legal services have lamented the fact that law firms have been slow to adopt technologies and best
practices that drive efficiency. We listened. We responded.
By deconstructing and refining traditional legal processes, applying workflow technology, and collecting
and analyzing data, Hickey Smith is transforming the way legal services are delivered today. With our
unrivaled combination of disciplined processes, technology expertise, and business leadership, Hickey
Smith delivers:

Reduced total legal spend

Improved quality

Enhanced transparency

Actionable insight

Simplified management of
outside counsel

Increased control

Technology-driven practice

Nationwide Firm

onPoint, our proprietary platform,
combines integrated technology solutions
with custom workflows and templates. It is
specifically designed to drive consistency
and productivity, which lowers your
costs while improving quality.

We’re scaling our law firm so that we can
seamlessly manage your work in nearly
every state. With fewer firms to manage,
you will have more time to focus
on strategic legal and business needs.

Comprehensive data capture
We capture comprehensive data
throughout the duration of your matters to
power business reporting and analysis that
delivers the insight you need to optimize
outcomes. Key information about your
matters is always at your fingertips via our
online portal.

Proven legal & business
leadership
With vast experience in a wide variety of
industries and situations, our team of legal
and business executives brings a unique
blend of knowledge and perspective that
helps clients optimize their outcomes. Going
beyond the traditional attorney-client
relationship, we create a client-centric
partnership that delivers long-term value.

The Hickey Smith Advantage

Engineered for Efficiency

Streamline
Automate

Workflows prescribe
resources, tasks &
timelines

Lead attorney
assigns case team
members

Capture initial details
and comprehensive
case data

Populate calendars
with key dates and
milestones

Trigger task
assignments and
due dates

Select and kick off
workflows to
implement strategy

Instructions describe
task objectives,
issues, and steps
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Case data populates
templates to
generate documents

View reports, status,
and documents in
the client portal

Simplify
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Today, companies are asking their
law firms to deliver more value
—from efficiency and cost
containment to communication
and insight—that
helps improve business outcomes.
Hickey Smith is engineered to
deliver these benefits.
By streamlining legal processes,
automating routine tasks, and
simplifying matter management,
attorneys can eliminate
unnecessary hours and focus on
proactively resolving your issues.

Contact Us
www.hickeysmith.com
info@hickeysmith.com

626.737.9495
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